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 Quick overview instead of potentially 
producing many more pages with summary 
tables 

 Useful catalyst for timely and informed 
decision making on potential further analysis 
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 Meta-Analysis for Displaying Treatment 
Effects

 Subgroup Analysis in Randomized Controlled 
Trials
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 In a Meta-Analysis, results comes from 
different clinical trials

 To combine the results of separate analyses
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 In a Subgroup Analysis, patients are typically 
grouped according to common baseline 
characteristics

 To assess the homogeneity of a result across 
different patient subgroups (e.g. to demonstrate 
the result applies equally to all patient subgroups)

 To identify subgroups of patients in which the 
treatment effect differs from that of the main 
analysis
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 To create a custom Forest Plot to display 
Table Columns, Statistics, and Line Chart with 
arrow
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 Define the structure of the 
graph using the GTL syntax 
in a DEFINE STATGRAPH
block in a TEMPLATE
procedure statement
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 Run the TEMPLATE
procedure

 Run an SGRENDER
procedure statement



 To create a forest plot as below
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 What you see is what you get



 Add Error Bars
◦ By using ScatterPlot Statement with xErrorLower

and xErrorUpper
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 Replace Error bars with caps for outlier value
◦ Pre-processing for the input dataset
◦ By using HighLowPlot Statement with HighCap and 

LowCap



 Time-Cost
◦ Do not need to know anything about templates to create 

statistical graphics
◦ With just a little knowledge of the graph and style 

template languages

 Users’ Experience
◦ Easy to use
◦ Easy to modify based on stakeholders’ comments

 Traceability
◦ What you see is what you get
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